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Safe Harbor Statement
This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and
Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended.
Forward-looking statements are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions and are identified by words such as “expects,”
“estimates,” “confidence,” “projects,” “typically,” “outlook,” “anticipates,” “believes,” “appears,” “continue,” “could,” “opportunities,”
“seeking,” “potential,” “will” “growing,” “plans,” “aim,” “pursuit,” “look towards” and other similar words. All statements addressing
operating performance, events, or developments that Graham Corporation expects or anticipates will occur in the future, including but not
limited to, the integration and operation of Barber-Nichols Inc. (“BNI”), the accretive impact of the acquisition of BNI, the effect of the BNI
acquisition on our growth, diversification strategy, markets, returns and solutions, our ability to achieve our operating priorities, improve
efficiencies and increase stockholder value, our ability to retain and hire key personnel, including as a result of the BNI acquisition,
expected expansion and growth opportunities within our domestic and international markets, anticipated revenue, the timing of conversion
of backlog to sales, market presence, profit margins, our ability to improve cost competitiveness and productivity, customer preferences,
changes in market conditions in the industries in which we operate, our liquidity and capital requirements, our ability to attract or retain
customers, and, changes in general economic conditions and customer behavior, , are forward-looking statements. Because they are
forward-looking, they should be evaluated in light of important risk factors and uncertainties. These risk factors and uncertainties are more
fully described in Graham Corporation’s Annual Report on Form 10-K and other reports filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize or should any of Graham Corporation’s underlying assumptions prove
incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those currently anticipated. In addition, undue reliance should not be placed on Graham
Corporation’s forward-looking statements. Except as required by law, Graham Corporation disclaims any obligation to update or publicly
announce any revisions to any of the forward-looking statements contained in this slide presentation.
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Compelling Strategic Rationale
Acquisition of Barber-Nichols expands reach into more stable, higher growth markets
Transformative acquisition accelerates diversification strategy and expands addressable market

Evolves business to increase defense industry profile

Provides scalable platform in new industries: aerospace, cryogenics, and advanced energy

Improves revenue visibility with demonstrated track record of growth

Immediately accretive to EPS including share issuance

Brings strong management talent and breadth of engineering expertise
© 2021 Graham Corp.
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Transaction Overview
Putting cash to work and improving balance sheet
Item

Terms

Purchase Price

$70 million purchase price: split 87% cash / 13% stock
• $61.15M in cash (funded with $20M term loan and $41.15M cash)
• $8.85M in stock
11x twelve-month forward EBITDA multiple

Cost Synergies

None assumed

Year Three Earn Out (FY’24) - All
cash earn-out

Up to $14 million

Close Date

June 1, 2021

Shares Required to Close

610,000 shares (approximately 6% of GHM shares outstanding)

Executive Officers

Daniel J. Thoren, President and COO of Graham
Matthew Malone, VP and GM of BNI
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Financing and Capital Structure
Creates more efficient balance sheet with lower cost of capital

Bank of America

CAPITALIZATION

$20 million Term Loan
March 31,
2021

• 5-year term

• 10-year principal amortization

Pro forma
March 31,
2021

• Variable rate loan

Cash and cash equivalents

$30 million Revolver
• Not anticipated to be used in near term

Total debt

• LOC usage

Shareholders’ equity

• Option for additional $10 million
• Additional line availability for capital equipment

Total capitalization

HSBC

Debt/total capitalization

$7.5 million LOC/Bank Guarantee
• Cash secured
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About Barber-Nichols Inc. (BNI) Overview
Specialty turbomachinery for critical applications
•
•
•
•
•
•

HQ: Arvada, Colorado
Established: 1966
Employees: 155
2020 revenue: $56 million
Demonstrated growth
Operating margin: low double digit
BNI Revenue

$56.0

$58.0

$42.5

$15.6

2010
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BNI Provides Critical Equipment for Demanding Applications
Technical Leadership

A&D Industry Focus

Defense Industry
•
•
•
•

Torpedo ejection systems
Torpedo power systems
Thermal management systems
Aftermarket

Other
7%

Aerospace/Space
•
•
•
•

Defense
73%

Rocket propulsion systems
Thermal management systems
Fluid management systems
Environmental Control & Life Support Systems

2020 Revenue
$56 million
© 2021 Graham Corp.
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Aerospace
20%

Deepening Presence in Defense Industry
BNI has long history with the U.S. Navy – was its first customer in 1966

• Highly specialized propulsion and ejection
systems for a variety of undersea defense
applications.
• IP protected turbomachinery technology
• Employs knowledge in rotating equipment,
power generation cycles, and electrical
management systems
• Increased power density of energy storage
systems improves mission performance
and efficiency

• Growing lifecycle management and repair
opportunities
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Expands Markets Served: Aerospace
• NASA is long time customer with
relationships at Marshall, Johnson, and
Glenn centers.
• Leader in specialized turbomachinery for
cryogenic rocket engine fuels
• Critical space flight hardware including
high-end turbomachinery and fluid transfer
for life support systems
• Certified with required AS 9100 quality
system and clean room assembly to
ensure exacting product conformity
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Adds Unique Expertise: Cryogenics and Advanced Energy systems
Leading designer of cryogenic and thermodynamic cycle systems for demanding and sensitive applications
•

Cryogenic fluid systems for hydrogen fueling systems

•

Full systems and equipment to support organic binary
and supercritical CO2 power generation systems

•

Among world’s largest helium pumps moving liquid
helium coolant through superconducting magnetic coils
for ultra-pure cryogenic systems
– ATLAS EXPERIMENT at CERN detector used for particles
physics research

•

Designed and manufactured supercritical hydrogen
circulator
– Oak Ridge National Laboratory’s (ORNL) Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS).

•
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Among world’s leading suppliers of high-speed nitrogen
gas circulators used in satellite test chambers
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• Variety of
bearing
configurations
to suit most
applications
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• Advanced
semiconductor
technologies &
specialized
architectures

• Axial and radial
inflow turbines
and turbine
generators
• Output
capacities from
1 kW to 5 MW+
• Specialized
steam,
organics,
refrigerants,
and CO2 fluid
applications

Thermal Management Solutions

• Vane axial,
mixed flow,
full and partial
emission
centrifugal
fans, blowers,
and
compressors

• Permanent
magnet motors
& generators
matched with
custom
controllers.

Turbines & Power Systems

• Mechanically
sealed,
hermetic and
submersible
configurations

• Designed and
manufactured
significant
number of
turbopumps
compared
with other
U.S.
companies

• High speed
electric motor
driven

Motors, Generators & Controllers

• Mixed flow, full
and partial
emission
centrifugal
pumps

• Robust and
economical

Compressors & Fans

• Electric motor
driven

Rocket Engine Turbopumps

Pumps

Highly Engineered Suite of Products

• Ground and
flight-qualified
coolant pumps
• Complete
cooling system
solutions
• Engineered for
most
demanding
environments.

Integration Priorities

Overall Guiding Thesis:
Two independent operating
businesses advancing
under one umbrella

Initial focus on employee
benefits, governance,
accounting and finance,
compliance

Look for opportunities to
improve operational
proficiencies

Longer term outlook for
revenue synergies, talent
sharing and career
opportunities
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Pro Forma Market Diversity
Diversifying the business into better growth markets, opportunity for further growth

Other
7%
Refining
Aerospace
26%
6%

Organic Graham

Defense Chem/Petrochem
45%
16%

Other
10%
Defense
25%
Chem/Pet
rochem
24%
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Refining
41%

Graham with
BNI
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Future
Graham

Transformative Acquisition: Key Takeaways
Transformational acquisition


Leverage assets toward defense and aerospace



Expanding, less cyclical revenue and financial results



Expect to enhance EBITDA multiple

Provides growth and platform for additional investment


~50% top line growth in fiscal 22



Creates bolt-on acquisition opportunities



Refining & petrochemical platform provides upcycle expansion

Efficient utilization of balance sheet


Put cash to work and add leverage



Dry powder: up to $50 million for future acquisitions and
investments
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